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Melt-up, not meltdown
The S&P 500 and Dow were lower over the weekend, likely as a result of comments by Federal
Reserve boss Janet Yellen, but generally, we could be experiencing a market melt-up. A market
melt-up is the opposite of, you guessed it, a meltdown, and today I look at the argument behind this
call.
Also in today’s Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard revisits his bank rankings and picks a winner.
Here’s a clue: “which bank?” And with the reporting season soon coming to a close, James Dunn
reviews what we’ve seen so far, and what’s yet to come, including Harvey Norman, Woolworths and
Ramsay Health Care. Plus, Gary Stone looks to the BHP charts to see if there’s a chance for the
stock to make a clear break above the $40 barrier and head up towards $50.
In Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say, brokers have been busy downgrading this week, including
Wesfarmers and BHP. There are three stocks in Shortlisted ranging from biotech to a retailer to a tech
company. And don't miss this week’s auction clearance rates.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Are we in a market melt-up?
by Peter Switzer
The biggest news to catch my eye came from a guy
called Dennis Gartman (who writes The Gartman
Letter), who changed from expecting a correction to
posing the suggestion that maybe we’re in a market
melt-up.

company news support stocks heading higher.
Without doubt, if Yellen said we won’t move until
June or September, a melt-up would follow but that’s
like telling Islamic terrorists that you’re pulling out of
Iraq — it’s not a great idea.

This is the opposite of a meltdown when market
indexes collapse, as we saw in 2007 and 2008 ahead
of the GFC. Meltdowns are triggered by a shock
geopolitical event, such as September 11. That’s
why we have to be wary of the Russian-Ukraine
problem — or when it looks like a recession is on the
way, maybe because banks lend to the wrong people
and debt ratings agencies wrongly rate risky products
as AAA!

This is what Gartman told CNBC:

A meltdown could be as little as 10% but could go to
50%, while melt-ups have been 20% to 100% events.
If this is a melt-up, it will be a more restrained one.
The key causes are good earnings reports (and the
US has got them), a strong economic recovery (I
think that’s happening) and decreasing interest rates.
This isn’t going to happen but the current issue the
market is wrestling with is: will the Fed start raising
interest rates as early as March next year? This is
becoming more talked about since last week after the
Fed minutes were released but the majority still thinks
it will be next June or September.
Janet Yellen, the Fed chairman, was a little dovish
over the weekend rather than very dovish and that
could have helped the Dow and S&P 500 register a
small loss. However, there was also the Russian
truck convoy that drove into Ukraine, apparently for
humanitarian supplies reasons, but the Ukrainians
insist they were carrying weapons.
Would Comrade Putin do something like that?
This whole affair limits market enthusiasm, despite
the fact that interest rates, the economic recovery and

“The correction happened a couple of weeks ago.
You had a very severe 3.5-4% correction, went right
down to a trend line, now you’re taking all of the
news that I think is relatively evil for the market,
expectations of tighter monetary policies, being
brought closer rather than being deferred, the market
has accepted that very well and here were are up 95
points on the day, I think you’re having a melt-up not
a melt-down. And I think stock prices still want to go
higher. The trend is up and all the smart guys I know
keep trying to fade this thing. I’ve even tried to fade it
at times and every time you do it’s been wrong. It
keeps wanting to go higher.”
Gartman thinks this rally ends when trend lines are
broken and previous market highs become persistent
resistance points. This year, the S&P 500 has made
28 all-time highs. When this sort of thing stops
happening, that’s when the overdue correction will
have to happen.
The time to worry is when bears become bulls and
the large amounts of cash on the sidelines start
rolling into stocks. I’m defining what Sir John
Templeman refers to as the “euphoric” stage of a
bull market when you get ready for the “end in tears”
stage, which is a market meltdown.
I know I’ve had recent doubts about my 6000call on
the S&P/ASX 200. That was not me doubting the bull
market but when our dollar will fall. If the US
economic recovery keeps getting stronger, then the
March rate rise for the Yanks becomes more
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expected and our dollar could dive. If this happens
when the US enters its usual pre-Christmas or Santa
Claus rally, then we could have a big finish to the
year and my 6000 could easily show up.
However, if Yellen goes more dovish again, then the
market will punt on a June or September rate rise and
our dollar will remain on the high side and this could
hurt my call.
Gartman, like David Bassanese, my colleague at
Switzer Daily, who is ex-AFR and now chief
economist at BetaShares, thinks this bull market has
two years to run. I love reading that but we will keep
pressure testing these guesses — don’t you worry
about that, as Joh Bjelke-Petersen used to say!
I know September and October are bad months but
the VIX or fear index is a low 11.47 and the economic
news in the US going into the third year of a
presidential cycle is generally good for stocks. I’m
only worried about Putin. By the way, there’s an
important meeting this week in Minsk, which
Germany’s Angela Merkel will attend to try and
thrash out a solution to the Russian-Ukraine issue. An
agreement would be great for stocks.
Finally, one bear has turned bull with Barry Bannister,
chief macro and portfolio strategist at Stifel Nicolaus,
now putting his year-end target on the S&P 500 index
at 2300, which is 20% higher than his previous 1800
level!
Don’t worry, I’m counting bears that are turning bulls
and the count is not very high. In fact, George Soros
is in the opposite camp.
I’m sticking to my slow melt-up call. I’m just not
confident on the pace.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Which bank?
by Paul Rickard
I don’t often disagree with my fellow Switzer Super
Report expert, Charlie Aitken, but on the major banks
I do. Despite being the most expensive bank, CBA
remains my number one pick. The cheapest, NAB,
which Charlie likes might be on a recovery path,
however it is too early to call. Back on 19 May, I
ranked the banks in the following order: 1. CBA, 2.
Westpac, 3. ANZ and 4. NAB. While the differences
are small, this is largely how they have performed
over the last three months.

Importantly, no one should read too much into this –
three months does not a summer make. However,
with all major banks having reported (CBA with a full
report, ANZ and NAB with a third quarter trading
update, and Westpac with a capital update) it is timely
to review and reconfirm the rankings.
Common themes
There are four common themes emerging from the
Bank reports, which are:
revenue growth is slowing. CBA’s underlying
income for the 2nd half year rose by only 3%
compared to the 1st half year, for NAB, June
quarter revenue decreased by 1% compared
to the average of the December and March
quarters, and while ANZ didn’t provide
numbers, it said “revenue trends were a little
softer”;
the ability to take out expense is increasingly
coming down to the Bank’s investment in
technology. For some of the banks,
particularly the Melbourne based banks, the

easy wins have largely been had;
cash NPAT growth going forward is more
likely to be in the range of 6% to 8%, rather
than 10% to 12% over the last couple of
years; and
there are absolutely no signs of any
deterioration in customer arrears to suggest
that a pick up in bad debts, which are
currently at historic lows, is on the horizon.
What does this mean for bank shareholders? Bank
shares may not witness huge gains if the market
rallies – however there is also no risk of dividends
being cut – in fact, moderate increases are more
likely the go. So while cash rates remain low, enjoy
the fully franked dividend yields – and contrary to
most of the talk, there are not strong arguments to
reduce weighting in this sector.
Why the CBA is the most expensive
Let’s get back to the CBA and why it is the most
expensive bank.
The slide below (from CBA’s result pack) tells the
story. It leads on ROE (Return on Equity) – and has
done consistently on this metric for over a decade,
has the highest capital ratio, and through the
application of technology and productivity, has been
growing cash NPAT at the fastest rate. It is also
number one by market share in the key retail markets
of home loans, retail deposits and credit cards.
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growth has been negative – NAB has been going
backwards.
Add to that a very troublesome technology upgrade
programme, and a management team not up to the
mark. Encouragingly, new CEO Andrew Thorburn
wielded the axe on day one, and the 3rd quarter
update pointed to a small uplift in home loan growth,
although the business bank lost share.
NAB is a recovery story – however my guess is that it
will take at least 12 to 18 months before you will see
any hard data to confirm this, and those looking for an
early re-rating by the market risk being disappointed.
Commonwealth Bank is very polite with its description
of its peers – however, if you think alphabetically and
translate Peer 1 to the bank starting with ‘A’, Peer 2
= ‘N’ and Peer 3 = ‘W’, you get the picture. And to
be fair, the chart is comparing 30 June data for the
CBA with 31 March data for the other three banks,
however there hasn’t been that much change. ANZ
has confirmed that its capital ratio (CET1) at 30 June
was 8.3% (although it expects to get to 8.5% by 30
September), NAB was 8.46%, and WBC (due to the
payment of its dividend) was at 8.3%.
And to make the point about relative strength, CBA
has compared the size of capitalised software sitting
on the balance sheets. CBA now immediately
expenses any project expenditure under $10m –
whereas the other banks often capitalise these
amounts. Capitalised software has to be paid for – it
is a reduction to ‘cash NPAT’ in coming years.

The brokers
The brokers are remarkably neutral about the major
banks – with target prices very close to the current
market price and sentiment in a tight range. ANZ is
the marginal favourite with a sentiment rating of +0.1
(scale is -1.0 most negative to +1.0 most positive),
with CBA the least regarded.
Commonwealth Bank is the most expensive on a
forward multiple of 14.7, NAB is the cheapest at 12.3.

Source: FN Arena as at 22 August 2014. Sentiment
scale (-1.0 to +1.0)

And the NAB?
Final ranking
The reason I don’t rate NAB higher has nothing to do
with its troublesome UK banks. These are an irritant
and in the scheme of things, relatively immaterial, and
although NAB announced a further provision in its
trading update of at least £75m, they will eventually
get through this.
NAB’s problem is its core Australian banking
business, where is has been the price leader, yet
losing market share. In an oligopolistic market like
Australian banking, trying to win market share
through a price led strategy is pretty hard work.
Giving away needless margin has meant that revenue

Commonwealth Bank’s premium of about 20% (FY
15 multiple of 14.7 is 20% higher than the NAB’s
multiple of 12.3) is about middle of the range
compared to recent trading norms, and it is hard to
argue that it is not substantiated.
With NAB, there is upside – however there is also
execution risk. Like the brokers, I don’t see that there
is that much difference between the major banks at
the moment. My ranking, with only a minor change in
swapping NAB and the ANZ, remains:
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1. Commonwealth
2. Westpac
3. NAB
4. ANZ
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Final week of earnings: Woolworths, Ramsay and
Harvey Norman
by James Dunn
With the last week of the reporting season upon us,
the traditional last-minute rush from many of the
market’s minnows will keep the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX) busy right up until the close of
business on Friday.
But the last week does have its share of market
luminaries, led by Woolworths on Wednesday:
analysts are not expecting the retail giant to shoot the
lights out, looking for a lift of about 7% in earnings per
share, and a 3% boost to the dividend.
On the same day, private hospital operator Ramsay
Health Care is expected to show further evidence of
why it is regarded as a market darling, lifting both
earnings and dividend by about 30%.
Thursday will see financial services heavyweight,
Perpetual, unveil what is expected to be a very
healthy result, with earnings up by 50%-plus and the
full-year dividend projected to rise by one-third.
Retailer Harvey Norman also reports on Thursday, in
what is expected to be a healthy full-year result, with
earnings up 42% and the dividend boosted by 16%.
Conversely, look out for thee losses from airlines
Qantas (Thursday) and Virgin Australia (Friday). They
will be embarrassed by what is expected to be a
strong profit performance from Air New Zealand
(Thursday).
Generally, however, the reporting season has
generally met expectations. Checking in again with
Shane Oliver, head of strategy and chief economist at
AMP Capital, the “bottom line” is that the June half
earnings results have turned out nowhere near as
bad as many feared.
In fact, says Oliver, the profit results overall are
looking pretty good: 55% of companies have

exceeded expectations (compared to a norm of 43%),
which is the best result in nine years. 69% of
companies have seen their profits rise from a year
ago (compared to a norm of 66%); 68% of companies
have increased their dividends from a year ago (up
from around 60% in the last two years); and 59% of
companies have seen their share price outperform
the market on the day they released results, which is
the best result in four years.
Oliver says the key themes have been continued
strength for resources, although of the majors, BHP
was over-shadowed by Rio Tinto, which more than
doubled its reported half-year profit. BHP Billiton
reported a 23% rise in full-year net profit, to $US13.8
billion, on the back of $US67.2 billion in revenue, up
2% on last year.
BHP announced that it would hive off its aluminium,
coal, manganese, nickel and silver assets into a
separate company, leaving it with the core operations
of iron ore, copper, coal petroleum and potash
businesses. But BHP shares fell sharply after the
profit announcement of the spin-off, because the
company – hindered by lower iron ore prices – did not
announce a share buyback.
Oliver says BHP’s numbers saw overall resources
profit expectations for the full-year downgraded
slightly, from 28% growth to 27%, but that was still
enough to generate 12% profit growth across the
market, with banks’ profit up 9% and the industrial
companies lifting earnings by about 5%.
Dividends, cash and capital management have been
the major themes of the season: investment bank
Goldman Sachs expects the companies in the
S&P/ASX200 index to pay a staggering $70 billion in
dividends in FY14 – making $133 billion over the last
two financial years.
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Goldman Sachs says that in the decade before the
financial crisis, the average Australian industrial
company paid out 30% of its free cash flow in
dividends and reinvested the rest. The ratio is now
closer to 50:50.

AWE (AWE)

And while dividends are seen as having grown
strongly in FY14, reflecting investor demand for
income and corporate confidence in earnings
prospects, Goldman Sachs points out that just seven
companies generated 70% of the $6.2 billion increase
in dividends paid for the year: Commonwealth Bank,
Suncorp, ANZ, National Australia Bank, Fortescue
Metals, Rio Tinto and BHP. That does not exactly
reflect an across-the-board stronger economy.

Billabong (BBG)

In fact, this reporting season continues the trend of
recent years, in that top-line (revenue growth) has
been much harder to come by for companies than
bottom-line (net profit growth) – which they are able
to show by hugely determined efforts to take costs
out of their businesses.
In fact, broking firm Citgroup – having studied the
numbers from 152 companies – reckons revenue (on
an aggregate basis) has actually fallen this reporting
season, by 1.1%. A really good performance on cash
conversion (which measures the proportion of profits
that are converted to cash flow) is allowing
companies to boost dividends – up 10.8% for
industrial companies in FY14 – but ultimately,
corporate Australia needs to see actual revenue
growth, and see it sustained.

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 5.3 cents,
+37.2%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, unchanged

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): loss of 8.7
cents, versus loss of 173.8 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, unchanged
Blackmores (BKL)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 146 cents,
+5.4%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 127 cents,
unchanged
Beach Energy (BPT)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 20.3 cents,
+66.8%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 3.4 cents,
+24.5%
Flight Centre (FLT)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 254.2 cents,
+3.5%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 152.3 cents,
+11.2%
GreenCross (GXL)

Here is a heads-up of major company results to look
out for this week, with consensus market
expectations from FN Arena:
TUESDAY
Ainsworth Game Technology (AGI)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 21 cents,
+31%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 10.5 cents,
+31%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 26.7 cents,
+42.7%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 13.5 cents,
+35%
McMillan Shakespeare (MMS)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 71.3 cents,
–14.5%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 44.5 cents,
–9.2%

Austbrokers (AUB)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 59.3 cents,
–17.8%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 38 cents, +7%
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BC Iron (BCI)
Mayne Pharma (MYX)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 3.1 cents,
versus loss of 0.7 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, unchanged

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 65.3 cents,
+23.8%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 30.3 cents,
–13.3%
Boral (BLD)

Resolute Mining (RSG)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 4.7 cents,
–64.6%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, versus 5
cents in FY13

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 21 cents,
versus loss of 27.7 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 14.4 cents,
+30.7%
Charter Hall Group (CHC)

Seven Group (SVW)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 82 cents,
–45%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 40 cents,
unchanged

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 25.3 cents,
+36.3%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 22.2 cents,
+10%
Energy Developments (ENE)

Virtus Health (VRT)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 39.6 cents,
versus prospectus forecast of 39.5 cents
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 24.4 cents

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 30.6 cents,
–7.5%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 22.5 cents,
+104.4%

Western Areas (WSA)

Lend Lease (LLC)

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 11 cents,
versus loss of 49.8 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 3.6 cents,
+82.1%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 125 cents,
+25.3%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 61 cents,
+45.3%

WEDNESDAY

Prime Media (PRT)

Abacus Property (ABP)

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 9.4 cents,
+110.1%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 7.1 cents,
–2.3%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 19 cents,
+2.9%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 17 cents,
unchanged
Astro Japan Property Trust (AJA)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 42.8 cents,
versus loss of 45.8 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 20 cents,
+14.3%

Transfield Services (TSE)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 11.4 cents,
versus loss of 48.7 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, versus 3
cents in FY13
WDS (WDS)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 8.8 cents,
+54.4%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 7 cents,
+21.7%
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Whitehaven Coal (WHC)

Drillsearch Energy (DLS)

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): loss of 4.1
cents, versus loss of 8.4 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, unchanged

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 22.6 cents,
+103.2%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, unchanged

Worley Parsons (WOR)

Independence Group (IGO)

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 109.6 cents,
–16.2%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 79.6, –13.9%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 27 cents,
+244.5%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 7.2 cents,
+257.6%

Woolworths (WOW)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 194.9 cents,
+6.7%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 137.2 cents,
+3.1%
THURSDAY

iSelect (ISU)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 7.3 cents
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil
Kingsgate Consolidated (KCN)

Air New Zealand (AIZ), reports in $NZ

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 0.5 cents,
versus loss of 213.3 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 1 cent, –93.3%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 21 cents,
+26.5%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 11 cents,
+37.5%

Macquarie Atlas Roads (MQA)

Ausdrill (ASL)

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 12.1 cents,
–95.9%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 12.9 cents,
+125.7%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 1.6 cents,
–94.5%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 4.5 cents,
–62.5%

Panoramic Resources (PAN)

Carindale Property Trust (CDP)

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 1 cent, versus
loss of 12.7 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 1 cent,
unchanged

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 29 cents,
–19.1%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 31 cents,
+3.7%

Perpetual (PPT)

Corporate Travel Management (CTD)

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 243.9 cents,
+54.2%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 173.4 cents,
+33.4%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 21.7 cents,
+24.4%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 12 cents,
+14.3%
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Qantas Airways (QAN)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): loss of 24.1
cents, versus earnings of 0.2 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, unchanged

Peet & Co (PPC)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 7.4 cents,
+12,191.7%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 3.2 cents,
versus nil in FY13

Reece Australia (REH)
Steadfast Group (SDF)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 130.9 cents,
+9.1%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 73 cents,
+17.7%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 7.3 cents,
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 4.7 cents
Virgin Australia (VAH)

Retail Food Group (RFG)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 26.2 cents,
+0.8%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 21 cents,
+6.3%
Ramsay Health Care (RHC)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 162.4 cents,
+29.8%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 83.2 cents,
+31%

Consensus earnings per share (EPS): loss of 5.1
cents, versus loss of 4.1 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil, unchanged
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

FRIDAY
Austal (ASB)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 9.1 cents,
–31.1%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 1 cent, versus
nil in FY13
Evolution Mining (EVN)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 8.8 cents,
versus loss of 43.4 cents in FY13
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 1.4 cents,
+40%
Harvey Norman (HVN)
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 19 cents,
+42.1%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 10.5 cents,
+16.4%
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BHP’s $40 barrier
by Gary Stone
For decades, BHP has been the “big Australian”
being the country’s largest market capitalised stock.
But every now and then it gets knocked off its perch,
as it has been in the past by Telstra and currently by
CBA. BHP is currently capitalised at A$121.4 billion
on the ASX compared to CBA clocking in at A$130.7
billion.
Since mid-April 2011, BHP’s share price has
dropped from a high of $49.81 to $37.80, a decline of
24.1%, as CBA’s share price has risen over the
same period from $52.92 to $80.61, a rise of 52.3%,
excluding dividends, allowing CBA to become
Australia’s largest company by market capitalisation.
What are the chances of the “big Australian”
reclaiming its number one seeding?
BHP chart
The weekly chart below shows that the BHP share
price has been stuck in a range between $30 and $40
for the last three years since August 2011.
The upper and lower zones of the range are shown
below by the upper and lower blue rectangles. A
support zone has also formed around the mid-point of
the range shown by the middle blue rectangle
The horizontal magenta lines are Fibonacci
retracement levels, which coincide with the blue
rectangle support and resistance zones and are
themselves great indicators of support and resistance
levels.

Technically, for BHP’s share price to rise to previous
levels of around $50 and maybe beyond, it needs to
have a clear break above $40 as a first step. It is
obvious from the above chart that numerous attempts
have been made in the last 18 months, in vain.
In the short term the odds are that BHP which retrace
back to the middle support zone and Fibonacci 50%
retracement area of around the $35 mark.
Commodities prices and recent company
announcements
So what may it take for BHP to break out above $40?
Firstly, recent announcements of a demerger to
create a separate global metals and mining company
may be a catalyst to energise such a breakout. It
could also have the opposite effect depending on how
investors digest what the demerger will actually
mean.
Secondly, a rally in metals prices may be the impetus
required to fuel a BHP breakout above $40. In the
chart below, the Continuous Commodities Index and
the S&PGS Commodities Index have both been
overlaid on the BHP weekly chart with a common
relative base as at January 2007.
These two commodities indices are calculated slightly
differently hence their different magnitude in price
movement, however their shape and direction over
the last 7.5 years are very similar. The key conclusion
from this chart is the high correlation that the BHP
share price has to these two commodity indices.

Source: Beyond Charts
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Source: Beyond Charts
The question begs whether the BHP price will be able
to rally without a rally in these commodity indices
which will need metals and or oil prices to start rising,
the odds of which appear low in current global
economic conditions.
Also, how might the market view the demerger entity
compared to the remaining BHP entity in the light of
this high correlation to the commodity indices?
Another factor in this correlation is that iron ore is not
included in either of these commodity indices. As iron
ore will remain in the core BHP Billiton entity, maybe
the decoupling of BHP Billiton from its ‘metals and
mining’ assets can have the necessary effect for a
rise in the BHP Billiton share price? But what then of
the demerged entity which will most likely continue to
have a high correlation to the commodities indices?
In the short term, with the uncertainty of the demerger
and the high correlation to commodities prices, it
appears that there is a low probability of the
combined BHP Billiton share price reclaiming the
number one seeding. Unless, of course, CBA’s
fortunes change for the negative but there seems to
be a low probability of that occurring too.
Gary Stone is the Founder and Managing Director of
Share Wealth Systems.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, sell, hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Things turned noticeably more negative during the
week ending Friday 25 August 2014. This as a result
of share prices setting new six year highs and the
local reporting season unveiling ongoing weakness
from the weaker parts in the domestic share market.
FNArena registered no less than 42 downgrades in
ratings for the week, significantly outnumbering the
20 registered upgrades. Some companies attracted
more than one change in rating and on the positive
side we find ARB Corp and Tox Free Solutions in
such a position. There are many more in comparable
position on the negative side: ASX, BHP Billiton, CFS
Property, Mirvac Group, Mt Gibson, Tatts and
Wesfarmers.
In the good books
Alumina (AWC) upgraded to Buy from Neutral by
UBS.
Accounting for the significant items that led to a loss,
Alumina’s underlying earnings solidly beat the
broker. Lower costs were nevertheless a result of a
timing issue and AWC has not net reinstated its
dividend, suggesting more cash flow is needed. The
broker was on Neutral, fearing the Indonesian ban on
bauxite exports may be removed. But eight months
on the ban remains in place despite a change of
government. Assuming this continues, the broker
suggests it’s only a matter of time before alumina
prices rise in concert with bauxite prices. Upgrade to
Buy. See also AWC downgrade.

ARB Corp (ARP) upgraded to Hold from Reduce
by CIMB Securities and to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse.
FY14 earnings were ahead of the broker. CIMB
expects the better-than-expected gross margin can
be maintained, despite ongoing revenue headwinds.
The broker upgrades FY15 forecasts by 3% but
suspects valuation is full, acknowledging the prospect
of capital management will provide some support.
Rating is upgraded to Hold from Reduce and the
target is raised to $12.25 from $11.20. ARB’s FY14
results were just ahead of consensus, with second
half earnings not the disappointment Credit Suisse
expected. The broker expects capex to remain
elevated in the short term, driven by investment in
further warehousing capacity and renovation at its
Moorebank sales facility. Stock is upgraded to Neutral
from Underperform.
CSG (CSV) upgraded to Outperform from Neutral
by Macquarie.
FY14 turned out better than expected with
restructuring and cost reductions accompanied by
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improvements for the core operations. Macquarie
believes management is making good progress on its
turnaround strategy, which means the growth outlook
looks strong. Macquarie upgrades the stock to
Outperform from Neutral, while bumping up the price
target to $1.31 from $1.00. FY15 EPS estimate has
gone up by 8%.
PanAust (PNA) upgraded to Buy from Hold by
Deutsche Bank.
Interim performance turned out slightly weaker than
Deutsche Bank’s expectation. Of more importance,
notes the broker, was the news that at least two
parties remain actively engaged in due diligence with
a resolution possible by early October. Rating
upgraded to Buy while the target improves to $2.55
from $2.40.

In the not so good books
Alumina (AWC) downgraded to Underperform
from Outperform by Credit Suisse.
The interim report appeared in line with market
expectations but Credit Suisse thought it messy,
dominated by the Point Henry smelter closure.
There’s lots happening with AWAC but at the end of
the day, alumina prices need to rise to make Alumina
Ltd a positive investment proposition. CS believes
alumina prices look buoyant on the back of
Indonesian export restrictions but the share price has
rallied hard. As the target is intact at $1.60, there is
but one logical decision to make: downgrade to
Underperform. See also AWC upgrade.

SMS Management (SMX) upgraded to Add from
Hold by CIMB Securities.
FY14 results were weak, but in line with consensus.
CIMB notes a stabilising of earnings. A mix of cost
savings and renewed discipline on Victorian utilisation
rates will drive a return to growth in FY15 for the first
time in three years, in the broker’s opinion. The
broker upgrades to Add from Hold but emphasises
this is not a call on a cyclical recovery, rather just
signs of conditions stabilising. Target is raised to
$4.30 from $3.98.
Tox Free Solutions (TOX) upgraded to Add from
Hold by CIMB Securities and to Buy from Neutral
by UBS.
FY14 earnings missed the broker’s forecast. Margin
compression was the main reason, driven by a
changing mix in the business. The broker would
rather wait until infrastructure projects start, but
believes the valuation is compelling enough to
upgrade to Add from Hold. The result missed UBS as
momentum slowed in the second half, partly, but not
entirely, due to a timing issue. The ongoing delay to
the start up of the Chevron contract and ongoing
softness in the Australian economy leads to a cut in
earnings forecasts. That said, the broker still expects
17% compound growth over FY14-17. Given the
timing issue re Chevron, the broker suggests the
share price response was overdone.
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FY14 results missed the mark for Credit Suisse on
both profits and dividend. Estimates are cut on
reduced revenues and higher costs plus more
depreciation. Partially based upon subdued activity
levels, the broker finds the outlook for growth looks
quite challenging. Downgrade to Underperform. As
the company tries to defend revenues that were once
taken for granted, the cost of shifting its business
model towards new offerings is increasing amidst a
drop off in core revenues, JP Morgan notes. The
benefits of elevated capex will take some time to flow
through, and in the meantime the broker sees lower
levels of market volatility persisting. Downgrade to
Neutral.
BHP Billiton (BHP) downgraded to Hold from Add
by CIMB Securities and to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie.
FY14 earnings were slightly below consensus.
Confirmation that coal and onshore petroleum are
underperforming prior expectations has led CIMB to
cut near-term earnings forecasts. Forecasts have not
been adjusted to strip out the planned asset spin off,
as yet. In light of the uncertainty around the details of
a de-merger the broker downgrades to Hold from
Add. FY14 was broadly in line with Macquarie, albeit
in combination with a tepid increase of 4% in
dividends and the absence of a share buyback in
return for a spin-off of non-core assets. Macquarie
supports the board in making long term oriented
decisions and notes that in a cyclical industry such as
mining, the board’s objectives of stability can only be
achieved through a strong balance sheet. The rating
has pulled back to Neutral from Outperform.
AMP (AMP) downgraded to Neutral from Buy by
Citi.
First half result was a little better than expected. Citi
notes wealth protection is stabilising. Cross cycle
valuation rises and the broker lifts the target to $6.10
from $5.90. This then suggests there is insufficient
upside potential and the rating is downgraded to
Neutral from Buy.
ASX (ASX) downgraded to Underperform from
Neutral by Credit Suisse and to Neutral from
Overweight by JP Morgan.

Breville Group (BRG) downgraded to Hold from
Add by CIMB Securities.
Results were broadly in line with CIMB’s estimates
but the headline masked some negative trends in
North America. The unexpected departure of the
CEO was also a negative surprise. The broker
downgrades FY15-16 forecasts by 7% and lowers the
target to $7.42 from $9.84. Rating is downgraded to
Hold from Add as the broker awaits further clarity
around the US business.
CFS Retail (CFX) downgraded to Sell from Neutral
by Citi and to Underperform from Neutral by
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Macquarie.
FY14 results were in line with the broker but FY15
guidance was below. Citi considers the stock to be in
a difficult position. Organic growth has slowed and
negative leasing spreads in FY15 could represent an
even bigger headwind. The stock is trading near
multi-year highs with a worsening operating outlook.
The rating is downgraded to Sell from Neutral. FY14
distributable income was marginally ahead of
Macquarie’s estimates. With a weak outlook, the
stock trading at a significant premium to valuation and
a distribution policy in excess of free cash flow,
Macquarie downgrades to Underperform from
Neutral. Target is raised to $2.12 from $2.02.
Coca-Cola Amatil (CCL) downgraded to
Underperform from Outperform by Credit Suisse.
First half figures disappointed Credit Suisse. The
broker has double downgraded CCL, questioning its
strategy of continued commitment to the Indonesian
franchise. Earnings are now the focus for Credit
Suisse as it can no longer ignore the fact that further
downgrades may drag on the share price. Price target
is reduced to $9 from $10.80 which is materially
below valuation.
Charter Hall Retail (CQR) downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse and
to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie.
Charter Hall’s FY14 results were just shy of
consensus and FY15 guidance was disappointing.
Credit Suisse has downgraded the stock to
Underperform from Neutral but raised the target price
to $3.73 from $3.70. Charter Hall Retail’s FY14 was
close to expectations and guidance for the new year
confirms growth in FY15 is likely to be modest,
comment analysts at Macquarie. The analysts believe
CQR offers a relatively defensive yield, supported by
neighbourhood shopping malls, but investors have
probably been a tad too eager of late. The rating has
now been pulled back to Underperform from Neutral.
Mirvac (MGR) downgraded to Neutral from Buy by
BA-Merrill Lynch, to Neutral from Outperform by
Credit Suisse and to Underperform from Neutral
by Macquarie.

Mirvac’s FY14 results were in line with expectations.
Merrills has downgraded the stock to Neutral from
Buy as, despite the company’s investment portfolio
continuing to outperform peers, the broker views this
as fully priced in. Growth is likely to be more
incremental, with returns from new releases not
reaching the bottom line until FY17 or FY18. Credit
Suisse has downgraded to Neutral from Outperform
following the release of FY14 results in line with
expectations. It was the guidance for 1-3% growth in
FY15 that disappointed, given the strong conditions in
residential markets. CS notes there are several
factors impacting on financial performance this year,
which explains the tepid growth guidance, and
believes the shares remain attractive on a relative
comparison with peers. FY14 results were consistent
with Macquarie’s expectations. The broker likes the
leverage to a strong housing market but finds the
value proposition a hurdle. Macquarie believes the
expansion in commercial development will keep
making it harder for overall earnings to grow
substantially. The broker downgrades to
Underperform from Neutral.
Retail Food Group (RFG) downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by UBS.
The broker had a Buy rating on Retail Food ahead of
the result, expecting guidance to be met. However,
the stock has been rallying ahead of the release,
bringing the share price in line with the broker’s
target. The broker has lifted its target to $4.75 from
$4.70 but downgraded to Neutral.
Roc Oil (ROC) downgraded to Neutral from Buy
by UBS.
Roc’s result solidly beat the broker on lower
operating and exploration costs. Focus is
nevertheless on the takeover bid on the table from
the Chinese, which killed off the proposed Horizon Oil
merger. The question for shareholders is thus: will
another competitive bid emerge? ROC confirmed it
did get another approach, since withdrawn. The
broker downgrades to Neutral as the chance of
another bid seems low. Target rises to 69c from 65c.
SEEK (SEK) downgraded to Sell from Neutral by
Citi.
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FY14 results were in line. Citi notes the impressive
profit growth but is cautious regarding the ramp up in
capitalised expenses. The broker downgrades to Sell
from Neutral on valuation, struggling to justify current
multiples. Assets appear well positioned to deliver
robust earnings growth but Citi considers this priced
in. Target is lowered to $15.50 from $16.25.

guidance, Macquarie believes risks from potential
co-payments weigh on the outlook. Rating is
downgraded to Neutral from Outperform.

Southern Cross Media (SXL) downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie.

FY14 came in below expectations and Credit
Suisse’s estimates have been reduced by 6% for the
years ahead. Tatts is investing heavily in new
initiatives in Queensland and, assuming it will prove
beneficial on top line, CS thinks this means
operations will remain flat for a while. Price target
loses 15c to $3.30. Rating downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral. The stockbroker
anticipated the payout of a special 26c dividend in
FY16. UBS notes the devil in the detail was the
Lotteries division, which saw a return to more normal
jackpot payouts after FY13 conceded relatively few.
The final dividend of 5.5c also missed the broker’s’
7.0c forecast. TTS has announced a step-up in
operating expense in order to re-launch the brand.
While the broker believes this follows years of
underinvestment, the cost will eat into earnings and
UBS does not forecast a positive return on opex
spend. Downgrade to Neutral.

Southern Cross’ result was in line with guidance.
Trends deteriorated in the second half, the broker
notes, reflecting weaker radio/TV ratings, a weak ad
market and higher spend on marketing to launch new
metro radio programming. SXL remains focused on
cutting costs and reducing gearing but the broker has
dropped its target to $1.20 from $1.25 and
downgraded to Neutral.
Stockland (SGP) downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse.
FY14 was in line. Stockland offers discipline (see
Australand) and above sector growth and Credit
Suisse positions at the top end of guidance,
expecting the company will be a likely beneficiary
from a stronger-for-longer recovery in the residential
market. On a relative basis, against its peers, CS
finds Stockland offers compelling value.
Nevertheless, the rating has been pulled back to
Neutral from Outperform. Target rises to $4.40 from
$4.25. No dividend increase is anticipated.
Sonic Healthcare (SHL) downgraded to Hold from
Buy by Deutsche Bank and to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie.
Sonic’s revenues were in line but earnings fell short
of expectations given a weak result from pathology. It
all comes back to co-payment fears, and
management is remaining cautious. Pressure on
SHL’s funding is seemingly perpetual, the broker
notes. The broker has cut its rating to Hold. Cash on
the balance sheet suggests potential acquisitions but
the broker is not factoring this in. FY14 earnings were
below Macquarie’s forecasts. Weak Australian
pathology was partly offset by a recovery in the US.
The stock is now trading in line with the broker’s
valuation and, while there is some buffer in the

Tatts Group (TTS) downgraded to Underperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse and to Neutral from
Buy by UBS.

Transpacific Industries (TPI) downgraded to Hold
from Add by CIMB Securities.
Transpacific’s result only fell slightly short but a
stronger than expected performance from NZ offset a
weaker than expected performance domestically. NZ
has now been sold, and competition in Australia has
clearly been fierce, the broker suggests. Throw in
landfill remediation costs and shorter landfill site life,
and the broker has reduced its FY15 profit forecast by
29%. The broker likes the long-term story but has
downgraded to Hold. Target falls to $1.00 from $1.25.
Wesfarmers (WES) downgraded to Hold from
Add by CIMB Securities, to Underperform from
Neutral by Credit Suisse and to Underperform
from Neutral by Macquarie.
FY14 earnings were slightly ahead of CIMB’s
forecast. FY15 earnings forecasts are lowered and
the broker suspects FY15 will be the low point for
growth, reflecting the loss of insurance earnings and
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contraction in resources. The broker notes a decision
to return $1.1bn to shareholders leaves the company
with debt-funded acquisitive potential up to $3bn.
CIMB downgrades to Hold from Add, given recent
share price strength. FY14 results were in line with
Credit Suisse’s expectations. A $1 per share capital
return was announced, subject to shareholder
approval. As Wesfarmers appears fully valued, Credit
Suisse has downgraded the stock to Underperform
from Neutral. Wesfarmers produced a positive
surprise for Macquarie, with all retail businesses
beating slightly and resources beating significantly.
Despite softening expectations for Coles, Macquarie
envisages accelerating growth from FY16. The extra
hand-outs were more than twice the broker expected,
which suggests WES is a bit light on for meaningful
M&A options. The medium term outlook remains
strong but the stock is now trading well over the
broker’s valuation. Target rises to $44 from $42 but
rating downgraded to Underperform.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Shortlisted – CSL, Automotive Holdings Group and
Freelancer
by Staff Reporter
Automotive Holdings Group (AHG)
From biotech to a retailer and a tech company,
there’s a mix of stocks in Shortlisted this week.
Don Williams from Platypus Asset Management has a
price target on CSL of at least $82 over the next 12
months.
“In the current valuation vs. historic multiples; it has
the highest growth rate of any stock in the top 20
companies (historic and prospective); in their R&D,
CSL spends close to half a billion dollars in R&D”.
CSL Limited (CSL)

Source: Yahoo! 7 Finance, August 25th 2014
And Charlie Aitken says Automotive Holdings Group
“ticks all the boxes I am looking for that should
‘drive’ FY15 relative and absolute outperformance.
“Australia has a driving culture and Australians love a
new car. When you then overlay strong population
growth and household formation, the best car
affordability readings since the 1970s and readily
available finance, you can understand why new car
sales have done this over the last decade.”

Source: Yahoo! 7 Finance, 25th August 2014
Last week Peter caught up with Matt Barrie, chief
executive officer of Freelancer.com, the owner and
operator of the world’s largest online marketplace for
outsourcing, freelancing and crowd-sourcing services.
Freelancer was a stellar float in 2013, surging from an
issue price of 50 cents to $2.60 on its opening day in
November, but has gradually subsided to 76.5 cents.
Barrie said the company knew it would be a volatile
counter on the exchange, given that the free float (the
shares listed) represents only 10% of Freelancer’s
capital. He says the company is tracking well, with
first-half (to June 30) revenue up 41% to $11.9
million, gross profit up 41% to $10.5 million and
positive operating cash flow of $1.4 million. The
company added 2.8 million users, to 12.5 million. At
bottom-line level, however, Freelancer is still in loss,
reporting a net loss of $600,000, excluding
share-based payments expenses.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Sydney auction rate steady at 76.2%, Melbourne
lower
by Staff Reporter
With the spring selling season just around the corner,
the national property auction market remains pretty
strong. This week, the preliminary weighted average
clearance rate was 66.7% across the capital cities,
compared to 70% this time last year.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

Although the clearance rate is slightly down on last
year, all capital cities have seen higher numbers of
properties go to auction. For example, compared to
last year, RP Data recorded a 63% rise in the number
of homes sold at auction in Sydney.
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

most popular suburbs for auction listings this
weekend in Sydney were Croydon Park in the inner
west, Eastwood and Beecroft on the upper north
shore, Engadine in the south, and Roselands in
Canterbury Bankstown.
Dr Andrew Wilson, the senior economist for the
Domain Group, said that investor activity is a
“significant force” in the Sydney housing market, with
nearly $27 billion in housing loans approved to NSW
residential investors over the first half of 2014.
This week, Melbourne’s preliminary auction
clearance rate was 64.1% – lower than last week’s
73.3% – but its performance remains on trend and
it’s expected it will appear even stronger on the eve
of spring when the final results are released.
APM said the most popular suburbs for auction
listings this weekend in Melbourne were Richmond in
the inner city, Glen Iris in the inner east, Reservoir in
the north east, and South Yarra and St Kilda – both in
the inner city.
Across the combined capital cities, RP Data recorded
the median house price at $528,943 after 6,234 sales
were made. The median price of units was $478,116
after 2,656 sales.
Capital city private treaty median prices

Sydney’s preliminary auction clearance rate was the
most robust – and precisely the same as last week –
at 76.2%. Over recent months, Sydney has been the
strongest performing auction market by a significant
margin.
Australian Property Monitors (APM) said that the
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According to RP Data’s head researcher, Tim
Lawless, roughly 19% of all sales across the capital
cities (excluding Darwin) are sold under the hammer,
or near to the auction date, so with 81% of home
sales sold by private treaty, a good way to monitor
private treaty conditions includes the “average selling
time figures” and “average vendor discounting” data.
This week, the average time on market for Sydney
houses was 29 days, with prices around 4.5% less at
the contract date. In Melbourne, the average time on
market for houses was 44 days, with prices 5.2% less
on average on the contract date.
Capital city average time on market and vendor
discounting results

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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